156   THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE   [chap.v
103. Quantity Governing.— -This is the method of the tHrd
of the alternatives given in paragraph 100. It consists in
throttling the working charge, of air and gas, as it is about to
enter the cylinder. The consequence is that at the end of the
suction stroke only a part of the usual charge lias got into the
cylinder and the pressure is therefore less than atmospheric
and the compression pressure is much reduced. The low
compression pressure means a low explosion pressure and the
engine speed therefore falls back to its normal amount. In
this method of governing, as in those previously mentioned^
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fig. 49 . — "" Suction ** Diagram from same engine as Fig. 48.
the compression ratio is unaffected, and the <{ air standard "
of efficiency is also unaltered. Quantity governing is coming
more into force. At one time it was only used on Continental
engines, hut now is very general in large engines made in
England and America.
104. Retarding Ignition.— This means of altering engine
speed, though theoretically feasible, is not practical. To make
the spark come later in the expansion stroke, instead of at the
very beginning of it, is, of course, to diminish the average work-
ing pressure and therefore the speed of the engine. But as it
leads to the use of just as much fuel whether the engine is
giving a full power stroke or not3 it is uneconomical, and as
moreover there is the risk of some of the charge getting into
the exhaust unbumt it may lead to unpleasant explosions in
the exhaust pipe. Cutting off the ignition altogether intro-
duces the same 'disadvantages in. an aggravated form.
II®, Pfeseat Practice. — Generally speaMng large gas engines
usually have	9 evening, whilst small ones very com-

